
People’s personal and business communications are exposed to hacking and security breaches, mainly via wireless 

devices. These hacks are no longer performed solely by government agencies. The new reality requires changes in the 

mobility models and operations of data-sensitive organizations. To address the connected world security and privacy 

challenges, it was developed the INTACTPhone

Total Tap-Free Phone
IntactPhone is a secure communication and hardened smartphone environment, providing organizations and 

individuals with highly secure mobile communications.

IntactPhone contains a custom mobile operating system with central security management application optimized 

for anti-eavesdropping protection.

IntactPhone eliminates the new security threats and uniquely

protects the organization’s communication environment - both

the wireless network around employees and the mobile devices in

their hands. 

IntactPhone allows organizations to manage, monitor and enforce

security directives across their mobile devices. It includes

personal controls and multi-channel assistance resolving device’s

malfunctions, theft scenario or cyber-attack situations.

With IntactPhone, users have the easy, simple and yet the most

secure way to communicate, without putting their organization

or privacy at risk. It is the first and only product that completely prevents listening to wireless communications. 

INTACTPHONE
Powerful in-depth protection 
against mobile wiretapping

IntactPhone Features
The IntactPhone solution delivers the following capabilities:

  Encrypts voice calls while providing high sound quality.

  Secures messages and content.

  Manages the organization’s entire mobile devices inventory,  combining both remote and embedded device policy.

   Sets the level of security according to different risk-level groups within the organization.

  Enforces in-depth security and use policies via smart, always-on management system. 

 Deploys mass distribution of auto-updates that cannot be avoided.

  Supervises an internally locked apps and content catalog.

  Restricts the use of the device by various parameters.

  Monitors and repairs device operation via an on-device app.

 Enables self-recovery from indicated suspicious anomalies (technical, operational, budgetary or spyware). 

  Fully controls the device from afar regardless of its physical location.

  Operates over any public and unsecured mobile/internet network.

IntactPhone



IntactPhone Offering
IntactPhone offers three levels of endpoint deployments to adhere to both BYOD and corporate-owned device 

programs:

IntactPhone Level 1 (software):

Secure voice calls and messaging + user apps security tools

IntactPhone Level 2 (firmware):

Proprietary Android-like firmware + all level 1 feature set

IntactPhone Level 3 (hardware):

Hardened device locked with our firmware and security apps

All deployments include a central device management system.

On server-side components
  Private communications hub, 

with a set of distributed relay servers

  Enterprise Mobility Management, 

providing central control

  Multi-channel support

On-device components
  Hardened proprietary firmware

  Encrypted voice and messages

  End-user self-reliance support

  Internal apps catalog

  Malware protection 

Why IntactPhone?
  The most comprehensive eavesdropping-resistant solution.

  Eliminates the most major mobile security breaches.

  Fits both professional and private digital lives, through 

  BYOD, Corporate-Owned-Personally-Enabled, or personal devices.

  On-premise deployment, dedicated hosted servers or our global cloud services.

  Prevents data leakages through effective recovery from theft / loss scenarios.

  Facilitates information security regulatory compliance.

  Reduces operational support outlays, and communications expenses.

  Ensures always connected and operational devices. 

                                                                                                                          IntactPhone is the world’s only solution to secure the entire communications environment,

combining best-of-breed security, central mobility management and hands-on control.

combining best-of-breed security, central mobility management and hands-on control.
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